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This paper describes a model of the scattering of landing gear noise for components
installed under the wing of an aircraft or on a dummy wing in a wind tunnel experiment.
The scattering surface of the wing is idealized as a flat two-dimensional rigid strip, and in-
dividual landing gear components are replaced by point monopole sources. The three part
boundary value problem of scattering of plane waves by a strip has been solved previously
using the Wiener-Hopf technique. The exact solution obtained via this procedure cannot
be evaluated in closed form but it can be be approximated well in the farfield in terms of
a primary scattered field, consisting of the sum of the fields diffracted by each edge inde-
pendently in the absence of the other edge, and a so-called “edge interaction” term. The
existing solution for plane wave incidence is here generalized to the problem of scattering
of a monopole field by a rigid strip. A multiple-source directivity function is defined for
calculating the effective directivity of landing gear noise as it would be measured under an
aircraft wing. Further considerations pertinent to the extension of the present solution to
the case of uniform flow are presented.
I. Introduction
This paper describes a model of scattering of landing gear noise for components installed under an aircraftwing or on a dummy wing. A recent article1 described the continued development and validation of a
semi-empirical model of noise generated by aircraft landing gears during approach to landing. The focus of
that article was on the further development of the core of the noise model, previously established from a
database of wind tunnel tests, to account for the installation effects expected to become observable in the
analysis of flight test data.
Although the installation configurations adopted in wind tunnel tests are designed to expose the landing
gear to flow representative of flight conditions, it is often impractical to replicate faithfully the scattering
surface of the wing, with its leading and trailing edges. Invariably, the wind tunnel installation consists of
a dummy wing with transverse dimensions considerably smaller than the typical wing span. In addition,
to facilitate the conditioning of the flow, the dummy wing extends into the wind tunnel nozzle and lacks a
leading edge. It is therefore expected that difficulties may be encountered when making direct comparisons
between the farfield directivity inferred from wind tunnel data and the directivity observed in flight test
measurements.
Motivated by this difference, mainly of a geometrical nature, this paper presents an application of strip
diffraction theory to the problem of scattering of landing gear noise by the wing. The scattering surface of
the wing is idealized as a flat two-dimensional rigid strip. The strip is positioned at zero angle of attack to
the flow and its edges run perpendicular to the flow direction to form the leading and trailing edges of the
wing.
From the point of view of noise generation, individual components of the landing gear are replaced by
elementary point sources, broadband in spectral content and essentially uncorrelated with each other. Both
the spectral content and source strength of the individual sources can be determined from the respective
component dimensions and the local flow velocity using the landing gear noise model described in Ref. 1.
The main mathematical result of this paper is the derivation of an explicit expression for the farfield of
point source sound scattered by a rigid strip. The three part boundary value problem of scattering of plane
waves by a strip has been solved previously using the Wiener-Hopf technique as described in the detail in
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